
DAYS SIM DATES BY PACTHESIS

Romantic anime dating sim games for girls. Play online now for free!.

Epilogue Lately Ai noticed some changes in Daichi, despite being togehter with him so often. Featured in
Collections Flash Sim by Mangakido. Anime Sim Date 1! Playing a prank on people In the mall Ai
suprisingly meets Daichi and they decide to play a game. More from Pacthesis. But spam? They can take it
easy and still have fun and laugh togehter, because they have plenty of time ahead of them. Plore a world with
an interactive storyline and colorful characters. Report Abuse Flagged as Spam. He was really embarassed
when she found his diary back then. Unfortunately, Pacthesis is currently on hiatus. She creeps sim your room
and kills you slowly, by cutting you and watching you bleed to death. He thanks Ai for being a good friend
and her nice and couraging words. Even though I thought that he would be the one who breaks upâ€¦ Well, not
that it matters anyway. There he reminisces about how they met here for the first time and asks Ai to answer
his riddle, he gave her back then. She got so bad she went to kill all the staff in the hospital so the
More-government decided that best sim was to get rid of her so they set up a special room to kill her, as
humane as possible but it went wrong the machine they were using pacthesis wrong. I loved Haru and Kai so
much, they are just so precious! Ending 9: Queen of the Friendzone In order to get this ending you have reject
all boys, that are confessing to you. They play at the beach all day long and at the end of the day Daichi gives
her a birthday present: Candies in a cute bag. In this game, you must discover the secrets of the mysterious
numbers on your phone but try not to let your battery life run out! Yeah, of course, we all make mistakes. The
player can date up to 8 characters and visit 4 different planets: Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Uranus, with 14
different endings. This cannabis oil will cure you of like cancer in just four days or at-most two weeks as it is
as powerful as that. In school she meets a desperate Kai, who has to draw something for his presentation. An
Interesting thing to note is that Anime Sim Dat 1. Tigergirl Featured By Owner Oct 2,. Everyone has a place
in the story.


